
 
 
Exercise 1. Choose the correct verb form in italics for each sentence. Explain your choice. 
 

1. On average, men get / are getting slightly less sleep than women.  
2. Keith has been doing / has done research for 20 years.  
3. He has completed / completed the task and is relaxing / relaxes  now.  
4. I have seen / have been seeing  you someplace before.  
5. He has no passport as he has never been / was never out of the country.  
6. They are / have been  friends since childhood. 
7. Where is the money? — I have made / made  some investments.  
8. It seems that he speaks / is speaking no English though he lived / has lived in that country for some                     

time.  
9. Have you had / been having breakfast yet?  
10. We have been discussing / are discussing  the situation for some weeks now. 

 



 

 
 

 
 
Exercise 2.  
 
Paulo Coelho (not live) the life of a celebrity. He (spend) half the year in Rio de Janeiro, the city of his birth, but                        

he (feel) most at ease in a tiny village St. Martin in the Pyrenees Mountains. When not writing, he (cut) the                     

grass, (practice) archery (стрельба из лука), (read) and (keep) in touch with the world electronically. “I (have)                 

500 television channels and I (live) in a village with no bakery,” he says with a laugh. Mr. Coelho (be) a Catholic                      

and he (spend) every New Year’s Eve in Lourdes where the shrine (гробница, усыпальница) to the Virgin                 

Mary is. But Mr. Coelho (not be) a Roman Catholic writer. Indeed, many of his books (speak) to readers in                    

countries with cultures and beliefs as different as Egypt and Israel, India and Japan. His explanation? “I (know)                  

we (have) the same questions,” he says. “But we (not have) the same answers”. 



 

 
Exercise 3. 
 
Group the sentences according to the use of the Present Continuous: 
 

● action in progress at the moment of speaking  
● action in progress at the present period  
● repeated actions causing the speaker’s annoyance 

 
1. He is forever scratching his head and his backside.  
2. Unemployment is rising faster in Darlington than in many development areas.  
3. George is trying to change the conversation.  
4. I'm a football man, and I'm working with footballers at the moment, that's my job.  
5. New problems are constantly arising.  
6. Large companies grow like dinosaurs and are forever reorganizing.  
7. Scientists in California are developing a new kind of computer memory, based on a photochemical               

process.  
8. My sons are always fighting and I can't stand it any more.  
9. Detective Milton is waiting for you.  
10. The islands on which Venice is based are sinking, 9 inches in this century alone; at the same time the                    

world's sea level is rising as the polar ice caps melt. 
 



 
 
Exercise 4. Put the verbs in brackets in the Present Simple or Present Continuous. 
 

1. He (always / complain) about money and it really gets on my nerves.  
2. The politician (make) an attempt to create a new party.  
3. Music (unite) people of quite different cultural backgrounds.  
4. “We (put) a lot of effort into this album,” said the musician.  
5. Maria (always / stay) at a hotel when she comes to London.  
6. The two Ministers (sign) an agreement on trade and economic cooperation at the moment.  
7. The English Channel (separate) Britain from France and the mainland of Europe.  
8. This festival constantly (succeed) in bringing together people from around the world.  
9. John (suffer) from pneumonia and has been taken to hospital.  
10. Every Saturday Bob (do) a little hiking to stretch his legs.  

 
 



 
 
Exercise 5. Put the verbs in brackets in the Present Simple or Present Continuous. 
 

 
 



 

 
 
Exercise 6. Paraphrase the sentences according to the model. 
 

 



 

 
 
Exercise 7. Fill in the gaps with the Present Perfect or the Past Simple. 
 

 
 
Exercise 8.  
 
Open the brackets using the correct form of the verb. 
 

 
 



 
 
Exercise 9. Put the verbs in brackets in the Present Perfect or Present Simple. 
 

1. Sean Connery (be) a major star for over forty years.  
2. My wife and I (live) in Fenny Drayton for a number of years.  
3. The world's largest blue diamond (exist) for more than a billion years.  
4. Princess Kiko (be) married to Prince Akishino of the royal family of Japan. They (be) married for sixteen                  

years and (have) three children. 
5. Since 1947 the O'Neil family (own) this fine Georgian building.  
6. Carol's next-door neighbour (own) a bit of land, some sheep and some pigs, too. I suppose I've got                  

quite dependent on Roger.  
7. We (know) each other all our lives.  
8. How long you (be) interested in politics?  
9. Harrison Ford (be) a movie star, and in his career he (earn) more money than any other actor. He (be)                    

best known for his action heroes.  
10. Since the time of the American Revolution journalists (be) among the most influential citizens in the                

USA. 
 

 
 



 

 
 
Exercise 10.  
 
Choose the correct form. In some cases either form is correct. 
 

1. How long have you lived / have you been living  in  Vancouver?  
2. The profits of the company have been declining / have declined  by  15 per cent.  
3. She has been taking / has taken  sleeping pills every night for the past two years.  
4. They have been sparing / have spared no effort to reach agreement.  
5. Michael has been writing / has written several articles on economics.  
6. Doris has been buying / has bought her daughter designer clothes and shoes since she was a baby.  
7. The tourists have covered / have been covering five miles today.  
8. It has rained / has been raining since early morning.  
9. I have been studying / have studied in Britain for a year, but it's the first time I have been inside a British                       

home.  
10. The government has not so far done anything / has not  so far  been doing  anything about smoking.  

 
 
 


